Unity in Diversity vs. Disunity in Ideologies

Introduction
Ethnocentrism: Evaluation of other cultures according to preconceptions originating in the standards
and customs of one’s own culture [1] – Oxford Dictionary
Ethnocentrism is inherent in all human beings. It has advantages and disadvantages. Since it cannot be
removed or reduced completely, without negative side effects, it would be better to find ways to work
with it positively.
Positive ethnocentrism would allow for the natural maintenance and preservation of a person’s original
culture and identity while also allowing for and motivating an appreciation of other cultures within the
same environment. Unity in Diversity [2] could be the perfect example of positive ethnocentrism,
because it can deliver consistent positive results if fostered, cultivated and maintained consistently.
Implementing Unity in Diversity would depend on both the will and the goodwill of all parties
involved. Unity in Diversity has a weak point in that it is a relatively fragile concept that is vulnerable
to being disrupted by intrusive forms of negative ethnocentrism such as identity politics and various
forms of tribalism [3], old and new.
Identity Politics: A tendency for people of a particular religion, race, social background, etc., to form
exclusive political alliances, moving away from traditional broad-based party politics [4] – Oxford
Dictionary
Values and Identity
Our foundational value systems are mainly derived from our cultures, and a strong part of our
individual identity resides in our value systems. What we stand for determines, to a large extent, who
we are as individuals and as groups. When people lose a part of their identity on an individual level –
because they have lost significant parts of their value system which by its nature is embedded within
the roots of their cultural foundations – they are likely to experience an identity crisis.
Insecurity could result from an identity crisis which may lead to a defensive attitude and a tendency to
view others as a threat – or as adversaries – instead of seeing them as equals. Confidence within oneself
is needed to view others as one’s equals, even if they are different to you. Having a lack of confidence
and a defensive attitude could reduce one’s ability to enter a neutral state which is required for
understanding and respecting other cultures.
South Africa as a Case Study
Post-apartheid, democratic South Africa – a country with a history of division and separation, as well as
reconciliation and integration – has not escaped negative ethnocentric behaviour. That country’s post1994 transition to social cohesion is in the process of being eroded by identity politics.
Identity politics arrived in South Africa around the time of the passing of Nelson Mandela in 2013 and
has since caused serious damage to many of the positive gains made towards having a stable,
democratic, multicultural society. As long as identity politics prevails as a major influence in how

personal identities are formed or defined within the Republic of South Africa, negative ethnocentrism is
likely to remain as a disruptive and destabilising force within its society.
In South Africa, one form of negative ethnocentrism (a past system of segregation called ‘apartheid’)
has been replaced by another (a form of modern tribalism known as identity politics) with a short
period of positive ethnocentrism in-between. Between 1994 and more or less 2012, the concept of
Unity in Diversity prevailed, and its sentiment could be summarised as: We are uniquely different, yet
equal at the same time and we are all confident about who we are within our own culture groupings,
meaning that we have true diversity. As individuals and culture communities, we are all committed to
working on building a [new] country together with a common goal of arriving at prosperity and
opportunity for all.
The African philosophy of ubuntu [5], which revolves around social cohesion borne out of a sense of
brotherhood and magnanimity [6] towards others, including those who are not from one’s own group, is
perfectly aligned with the concept of Unity in Diversity. Ubuntu was often cited by Nelson Mandela as
being a requirement for having Unity in Diversity, because the spirit of ubuntu overcomes the need for
vengeance and retribution. Ubuntu is a humanist concept that originates from the Zulu phrase “ubuntu
ngmuntu abantu”, meaning that a person is a person through other people. This can be interpreted as
meaning that it is only by having respect for others and treating them with respect that one can be
respected by others and can have respect for oneself.
Identity politics has, in recent years (from around 2013 onward), turned that approach on its head,
because it functions from an in-group versus out-group perspective, resulting in the in-groups viewing
the out-groups as adversaries. Identity politics has the tendency to cause in-groups to view themselves
as victims of out-groups, thereby disempowering themselves by taking on the victim role.
This is particularly noticeable within the South African context today, where instead of focusing on the
benefits of equal opportunities and the added advantages of strong affirmative action policies for the
previously disadvantaged, brought by post-apartheid democracy, the idea of being victims of
oppression based on past history is prioritised and emphasised even more than before.
In light of powerful affirmative action policies, those with a sense of victimhood are, in reality, often in
an advantaged position in relation to educational and job opportunities; however, they continue to view
themselves as disadvantaged because within identity politics there lies currency in victimhood and all
in-groups are vying for this currency.
One could argue that although the concept of Unity in Diversity (as expressed on the new South African
coat of arms [7] and embraced in general by South Africans from 1994 to 2012) would, under normal
circumstances, be the best possible philosophical approach to counter negative ethnocentrism, it does
not seem to be borne out in practice. Unity in Diversity is evidently no match to identity politics when
introduced into a fragile young democratic environment such as the post-apartheid South African one.
Although traditional tribalism has always been present in the country to an extent, identity politics –
which could be described as ‘post-modern tribalism’ – did not originate in South Africa but came
across from North America and Western Europe. Since its arrival, it has proven to hold great appeal
especially to younger people. In a general sense, this has a lot to do with a general deterioration in the

higher education system, with university campuses having served as fertile ground for identity politics
to flourish. The South African higher education system being modelled on the Western one, therefore,
facilitated the cross-pollination of identity politics into the local environment from abroad. The
proliferation of social media has also played a role.
Due to the revolutionary history of South African politics during the apartheid era, identity politics
caught on rather quickly when introduced locally – and the philosophy of Unity in Diversity was
sidelined and left behind in no time. This points to the fact that the spirit of revolution does not seem to
require oppression or genuine injustices to come alive, but that it can have an energy all of its own and
that in some cases more or less any justification would do.
It also points to the fact that ‘Unity in Diversity’ was not something that younger South African citizens
deeply embraced – which mainly had to do with a generational lack of context and lack of
understanding of the processes that led to adopting the concept of Unity in Diversity in the first place.
One could go as far as speculating that young South Africans do not have a full appreciation for the
value of peace and harmony, due to not having experienced the turmoil in South Africa at the height of
the apartheid years.
Unity in Diversity demands a certain level of maturity and both strong individual and group identity to
function. Globalisation has – over the years – caused a weakening of the cultural identity of culture
groupings. Weak cultural identity combined with weak personal identity can cause people to be drawn
to identity politics because they could find identity in political ideology which would substitute for the
lack of finding it in strong personal or cultural values.
Identity found in non-cultural group settings is insecure by its nature and tends to automatically revert
to the in-group versus out-group dynamic. Although one may have expected that the weakening of
cultural identity would have increased cultural relativity – which in turn would have reduced
ethnocentrism – one is left with the perception that it has, in fact, had the opposite effect.
Ethnocentrism does not disappear when genuine cultural diversity is weakened – it just shifts to
identity politics.
The ‘ethno-’ [8] in the word ‘ethnocentrism’ refers to the cultural, linguistic, ethnic and national factors
that usually lead to conventional group formation. The ‘-centrism’ part in the word refers to the general
tendency of these groups to naturally lean towards exclusivity – for example, language groups are
naturally exclusive to other languages. Although ethnocentrism is often considered a negative
phenomenon in general, it is worth noting that – without some exclusivity – groups being different
from other groups would not be possible and the result would be a much less diverse world.
It would probably be best to view conventional ethnocentrism as an evolutionary mechanism that has a
positive function in terms of forming and creating more natural diversity, but with potential farreaching negative side effects when not kept in check – as history has proven. Extreme negative
ethnocentrism has been responsible for some of the worst totalitarian regimes and genocides in history.
One is thus left with the following question. Which type of ethnocentrism is the preferred one? Since
ethnocentrism cannot be avoided or removed altogether, because it is a foundational factor in the
formation of culture in the first place, would we rather have a strong, genuine, cultural diversity with its

natural mild-to-strong (conventional) ethnocentrism, or would we rather have identity politics which
typically has strong-to-very strong (unconventional) ethnocentric behaviour?
Both forms of ethnocentrism, when strong enough, can lead to serious polarisation. However, identity
politics seems to specifically thrive on polarisation, because it essentially comes down to being a
political phenomenon of opposing ideologies requiring consistent confrontation to maintain itself.
This writer would like to make the case that in established multicultural societies, such as the South
African one, a middle way is still possible to maintain stability. Unity in Diversity remains a solution,
because it can reduce negative ethnocentrism and transform it into positive ethnocentrism while
retaining one’s natural cultural and personal identity at the same time.
It is, however, crucial that personal and cultural identity is preserved and maintained, which is worth
repeating. This combination will provide for the natural confidence and contentment within one’s own
person and within one’s own culture, while also being comfortable with other cultural and ethnic
groupings being present in the same country. Respect for oneself and one’s own culture enables and
empowers one to have respect for other cultures within the same land.
If both parenting and the education system fail in this regard and if personal and cultural identity
become diluted and weakened, the concept of Unity in Diversity would not be understood, supported or
believed in sufficiently for it to be strong enough to act as a bulwark against intrusive identity politics.
When cultural identity is reduced significantly, individual insecurity can set in to the extent that identity
politics can become a refuge. Take the foundations away and Unity in Diversity gives way to disunity
in opposing ideologies through identity politics.
Solution and Approach
Unity in Diversity is positive ethnocentrism, while identity politics – due to its confrontational manner
– is negative ethnocentrism. Unity in Diversity is needed for having balanced societies within
established multicultural and multi-ethnic environments, countries like South Africa and India being
cases in point. As an aside, Unity in Diversity also happens to be the motto of the European Union [9].
Unity in Diversity is a higher state that requires effort because, as individual carriers of our cultures, we
have to first become conscious of our own tendencies towards ethnocentrism – since all people are, to
an extent, ethnocentric. We then have to become more conscientious about how other cultures within
our environments are equal to us from a human rights’ perspective, even if they are different to us.
Such an outlook has to be fostered, cultivated and maintained on an ongoing basis because it often does
not come naturally.
The best, balanced approach would be to learn how to truly value and appreciate one’s own culture
while learning that other cultures also truly value their own cultures. Such a basic realisation can foster
mutual understanding in how we are all united in deeply valuing our own unique – but diverse –
heritage and origins which would cultivate the necessary respect for each other which is a requirement
for basic social cohesion.
Understanding the value of preserving culture is very important, but equally important is understanding
the value of preserving harmony and balance among cultures and nations. In this context,

acknowledging cultural differences is important because they are the foundations of genuine cultural
diversity. By simply using ‘diversity’ as a superficial buzzword – that refers to ethnic integration
without acknowledging cultural differences – could lead to those unacknowledged differences being
expressed negatively through identity politics.
After apartheid ended in 1994, South Africa set an excellent example to the world of how social
cohesion is possible in multicultural nations through the successful implementation of Unity in
Diversity. This lasted for close to two decades, which is one reason why South Africa makes such a
good case study. Unity in Diversity is failing in South Africa today because significant portions of
society have eagerly embraced identity politics since it arrived in the country.
This does not mean that Unity in Diversity cannot work – it can, as South Africa has already proven.
However, it does not maintain itself, which is also being proven. Once the appetite for Unity in
Diversity is lost, it could be difficult to recover since identity politics can cause a lot of new animosity
and resentment …
Then and Now
“Never, never and never again shall it be that this beautiful land will again experience the
oppression of one by another” - Nelson Mandela (Inaugural speech, 11 May, 1994)
The anti-apartheid struggle during the 1980s and early ’90s was not based on racial identity, but on
fighting against a lack of equality across the board for all races. The irony is that identity politics is
taking modern-day South Africa back to race-based separation, which was essentially what the system
of apartheid was about with a minority racial group dominating the other races. This time, it is the
majority group that is dominating the rest. Although the domination of minority groups is considered to
be abhorrent in modern Western democracies, within the reasoning of identity politics such domination
is considered to be justified in the South African context due to the injustices of the past. The problem
with this reasoning is that all minority groups are now being dominated in South Africa, not only the
one that was ruling the country under apartheid.
Conclusion
My belief is that Unity in Diversity remains a challenge well worth undertaking to bring about a more
harmonious world, but the fragility of the concept should not be underestimated. In practice, we have
certainly not arrived at consistent Unity in Diversity yet because of disruptive identity politics … and
therefore the jury is still out on the concept itself.
In light of developments in South Africa – which could be considered a prime test case for Unity in
Diversity in the world – becoming aware of how we could end up undermining the social cohesion in
our own countries by embracing identity politics would go a long way to motivate genuine personal
and cultural identity development and towards an understanding of the importance of not losing one’s
own personal or cultural identity altogether.
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